Desktop Applications
JHelioviewer
Interactively request, play & overlay time series of full-res
images with arbitrary cadence
Perform basic image processing on-the-fly
Connect to HEK, overlay markers
Export to common movie formats
Connect to science data archives via VSO plug-in (beta)
http://jhelioviewer.org/

As the data from SDO are useful for a variety of purposes, including solar physics,
helioseismology, atmospheric science, space weather forecasting, education
and public outreach, a wide variety of tools have been developed to cater to the
different needs of the various groups. Systems have been developed for pipeline
processing, searching, browsing, subsetting, or simply just moving around large
volumes of data.
We present a quick overview of the different systems that can be used to access
SDO data including (J)Helioviewer, the Heliophysics Event Knowledgebase (HEK),
the Virtual Solar Observatory (VSO), the Integrated Space Weather Analysis System
(iSWA), the Data Record Management System (DRMS), and various websites. We
cover web-based applications, application programming interfaces (APIs), and
IDL command line tools.

IDL Interfaces
Heliophysics Event Knowledgebase (HEK)
Documentation for API and IDL commands:

Virtual Solar Observatory (VSO)

http://www.lmsal.com/hek/api.html

Search the VSO and retrieve data using the
vso_search() and vso_get() IDL commands
http://docs.virtualsolar.org/IDL

Pipelines

NetDRMS
Create a local cache of AIA & HMI data
Set triggers to mirror data as it becomes
available
Access to all of the low level DRMS commands
(C API, plus unix commands)
http://vso.stanford.edu/netdrms/

LMSAL Cutout Service
DRMS IDL interface

Request cutouts using ssw_service_*
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/ssw_service/ssw_service_track_fov_api.html

Search DRMS using ssw_jsoc_*

http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/jsoc/ssw_jsoc_routines.html

APIs (Application Programming Interfaces)
Virtual Solar Observatory (VSO)

Helioviewer

Events

Heliophysics Event
Knowledgebase (HEK)

iSolSearch
See the location of events & features, then
view movies of those regions

SOAP interface for other tools to search for solar data:

To integrate their images into your own
tools, or to generate images & allow
others to use them as overlays

http://virtualsolar.org/API

REST-like interface to generate the VSO user interface
with search parameters filled in:

http://helioviewer.org/api/

http://sdac.virtualsolar.org/cgi/search?help=1

Search for events, and use those events
to generate movies or download data.
http://www.lmsal.com/hek/

http://www.lmsal.com/isolsearch

Heliophysics Event
Knowledgebase (HEK)
REST interfaces to search for events based on the
type of events or characteristics of the events,
or generate visualizations via iSolSearch, and to
search the HCR to get the coverage of cutout
movies generated at LMSAL

LMSAL Cutout Service

Mobile Apps

http://www.lmsal.com/hek/api.html
https://www.lmsal.com/sdodocs/

Draw a box & request a cutout be made of that
area. Can be fixed in X/Y, or follow Carrington
rotation
http://www.lmsal.com/get_aia_data

Space Weather Mobile Media Viewer
HMI, 3 filters of AIA

3D Sun
EPO : ‘best of’ images from AIA, but also space weather
alerts and links to movies of the events.

NASA SWx
Access to the latest images from in each filter of AIA and
EVE-SAM, as well as SOHO images.

Cutouts

Documentation
Marc DeRosa & Greg Slater’s Guide
to SDO Data Analysis
How to find data, FAQs, list of FITS readers that can
deal with RICE compressed files, other tools, etc.
http://www.lmsal.com/sdouserguide.html

